Research involving monitoring or collection of traffic on the UCLA network
A framework for thinking about how to approach this area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposal</th>
<th>Concern</th>
<th>Who reviews/approves</th>
<th>If approved, what then?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Research proposal involving UCLA network traffic | Personal privacy  
- Can any data be traced back to an individual? | Human subjects research/IRB approval  
- Personal privacy | Need resources and process for:  
- Technical protocol design and review  
- Implementation at the network core |
| | Institutional privacy  
- Cultural expectations about surveillance  
- Revealing the activities of the campus, even in aggregate  
- Research data as disclosable records  
- Is this the kind of research UCLA wants to be doing? (But: academic freedom.) | ? | |
| | UC Electronic Communications Policy  
- Personal privacy, but if IRB approves, okay with ECP (ECP should not determine legitimacy of research) | Campus Counsel  
- Records disclosure  
- Copyright of data | |

No campus/University policy/procedure in this area.  
Who should ultimately be listed in this box as responsible for review and approval of institutional privacy concerns? What are the policies and procedures?